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Abstract
Background: Community-acquired pneumonia is a leading worldwide cause of hospital admissions and healthcare
resource consumption. The largest proportion of hospitalisations now occurs in older patients, with high rates of
multimorbidity and complex care needs. In Australia, this population is usually managed by hospital inpatient general
internal medicine units. Adherence to consensus best-practice guidelines is poor. Ensuring evidence-based care and
reducing length of stay may improve patient outcomes and reduce organisational costs. This study aims to evaluate an
alternative model of care designed to improve adherence to four Level 1 or 2 evidence-supported interventions
(routine corticosteroids, early switch to oral antibiotics, early mobilisation and routine malnutrition screening).
Methods/Design: The IMPROVing Evidence-based treatment Gaps and outcomes in community-Acquired Pneumonia
(IMPROVE-GAP) trial is a pragmatic, investigator-initiated, stepped-wedge randomised trial. Patients hospitalised under a
general internal medicine unit who meet a standard case definition for community-acquired pneumonia will be included.
Eight general internal medicine units at two Australian hospitals in a single health service will be randomised using
concealed allocation to: (i) usual medical, nursing and allied health care delivered according to existing organisational
practice or (ii) care supported by a dedicated “community-acquired pneumonia service”: a multidisciplinary team deploying
algorithm-based implementation of a bundle of the four evidence-based interventions. The primary outcome measure will
be length of hospital stay. Secondary outcome measures include inpatient mortality, 30 and 90 day readmission rates and
mortality and health-service utilisation costs. Protocol adherence will be measured and reported, and serious adverse
events (rates of hyperglycaemia requiring new insulin; falls during mobilisation) will be collected and reported.
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Discussion: IMPROVE-GAP represents an important and unique precedent for testing a new service-delivery model for
improving compliance with a number of evidence-based interventions. Its stepped-wedge randomised controlled trial
design provides a means to address some significant ethical, organisational and other methodological challenges to
evaluating the effectiveness of health-service interventions in complex hospital populations. The new service-delivery
model will effectively be fully implemented by trial completion, facilitating rapid, seamless translation into practice should
care outcomes be superior. This trial is currently recruiting.
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT02835040. Prospectively registered on 22 May 2016.
Keywords: Community-acquired pneumonia, Randomised controlled trial, Corticosteroids, Antibiotic, Early
mobilisation, Malnutrition

Background
Community-acquired pneumonia is the second leading
cause of mortality worldwide [1] and mortality in hospitalised patients is as high as 13% [2]. In Australia,
community-acquired pneumonia is responsible for more
hospital admissions than any other single illness (61,000
hospital admissions per year) [3] and incurs direct healthcare costs of more than AU $300 million annually [4].
Prolonged length of stay can increase organisational costs
and is strongly associated with adverse patient outcomes,
including loss of function due to de-conditioning [5] and a
higher incidence of hospital-acquired adverse events, such
as hospital-acquired infections, intravascular-device associated complications and antibiotic-related side effects [6–8].
In the modern era, in developed countries, a majority of
the population hospitalised for community-acquired pneumonia are elderly and have a high prevalence of multimorbidity, which is independently associated with mortality [9].
This group also incurs the highest costs, owing to longer
hospitalisations, higher readmission risks and poor functional outcomes. Multimorbidity also increases complexity
of care, which makes it more difficult to maintain compliance with evidence-based guidelines. In Australia, acute
unplanned non-surgical hospital admissions of multimorbid
patients are largely managed by general internal medicine
units, who therefore now manage the largest proportion of
patients hospitalised with community-acquired pneumonia.
With population ageing, the elderly and highly multimorbid
population treated by general internal medicine units is
likely to constitute the bulk of Australia’s future healthservice burden for community-acquired pneumonia [10].
We have identified four key interventions (adjunctive corticosteroids, oral antibiotics, early mobilisation and routine
malnutrition screening) that are now supported by Level 1
or 2 evidence demonstrating improvement in clinical outcomes in patients with community-acquired pneumonia.
At the time this trial was designed, a body of evidence
had accrued to support the efficacy of adjunct corticosteroids, including results from two large randomised controlled trials (RCTs) showing that they (1) reduced
treatment failure in severe community-acquired pneumonia

[11] and (2) shortened time to clinical stability and time to
effective hospital discharge without an increase in adverse
complications [12]. Although there is a slightly higher risk
of hyperglycaemia, this can be effectively treated with insulin
with no long-term effects [12, 13]. Meta-analyses had also
confirmed these findings and demonstrated an overall lower
rate of complications in corticosteroid-treated patients,
including a reduction in the need for vasopressors or mechanical ventilation in patients with community-acquired
pneumonia routinely prescribed corticosteroids [14, 15].
Early mobilisation safely and effectively reduces length of
stay [16], as does an early switch from intravenous to oral
antibiotics [17]. A recent randomised trial of both these
interventions found that length of stay was shortened by
two days compared with standard care [18]. In a recent
meta-analysis of malnourished medical inpatients (including
those admitted with community-acquired pneumonia), systematic screening for malnutrition risk and targeted nutritional therapy reduced non-elective readmission rates [19].
Despite this high-level evidence, these interventions
are poorly or not routinely deployed in routine clinical
practice [20]. Therefore, they represent areas where
there is significant scope to improve the translation of
evidence into clinical practice, demonstrating a clear
“evidence-practice gap”. The notoriously poor adherence
to consensus guidelines for community-acquired pneumonia is consistent with a broader general problem of
widespread delays and inconsistency in translation of
evidence into healthcare practice in a variety of fields
[21]. This results in poorer patient outcomes and a
greater healthcare and societal burden. Therefore,
improving this “evidence-practice gap” has been recognised as a leading priority for the medical research
establishment in Australia and elsewhere [22]. Innovative health-service approaches, including alternative
models of care, will be required to bridge this gap and it
will be important that their effectiveness is measured in
a suitably robust fashion. Evaluations should therefore:
(1) be conducted in appropriately “real-world” settings
in representative populations that enable generalisability
throughout the health system and (2) be appropriately
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statistically powered and designed in a way that minimises potential for confounding and bias that could lead
to misleading conclusions regarding the presence, or
lack thereof, of a real impact of the intervention. However, in practice there are very important and difficult
methodological challenges to designing evaluations of
this type, especially for conditions like communityacquired pneumonia, which now largely manifests in patients who may be difficult to enrol into studies utilising
conventional research designs. In particular, high rates
of cognitive impairment, confusion or drowsiness, general frailty, severe or life-threatening illness and (in populations such as ours) high proportions from culturally
and linguistically diverse backgrounds are extremely
challenging to enrol into interventional studies based on
individual randomisation and consent [23, 24]. This has
resulted in a very well-documented phenomenon, where
the usefulness of clinical trial data comes into question,
owing to its poor generalisability [25, 26]. Moreover,
health-service interventions are fundamentally designed
to be deployed on a large scale (e.g. organisation-wide),
meaning that deployment on a small scale (e.g. based on
individual randomisation) is impractical. Therefore, it is
more appropriate to utilise designs where the unit of
randomisation is larger – ideally based on a practical
sub-division of the existing health system that can then
be used as the unit for randomisation to determine
which cluster does or does not receive the intervention.
The relatively recent development of stepped-wedge
study designs may provide a very effective tool in this
context. Stepped-wedge studies are effectively a type of
cluster RCT. However, unlike conventional cluster RCTs,
in stepped-wedge approaches, after a baseline period
during which none of the clusters receives the intervention, the intervention is then progressively “rolled out”
in constant increments in several clusters over time so
that, by study conclusion, all clusters are receiving the
intervention (see Fig. 1). This design is therefore analogous to an “upscaling” that effectively mimics the way an
intervention might be deployed in practice and is therefore particularly well-suited to implementation and
health-service research [27, 28]. Statistical analysis
principles have now been established to ensure that the
effects of cluster and variation in outcomes across time
periods are appropriately modelled and accounted for
when developing estimates of treatment effect from
these designs [29]. This approach has significant logistic,
financial and ethical advantages over conventional
cluster and individual RCT approaches, particularly
where collected outcomes are part of usual care, minimising additional burden to researchers and participants
[27, 28, 30, 31]. On conclusion of the study, all clusters
will be receiving the intervention (implemented across
the whole service), which could then be continued
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indefinitely if it proves effective. This approach allows a
seamless transition to local implementation and can
reduce the time to clinical translation significantly when
compared with conventional approaches [21].
A key barrier to translation involves changing clinician
behaviour; we therefore hypothesise that an effective way
to meet the challenge of improving compliance with a
number of evidence-based interventions simultaneously in
a complex patient group, is to utilise an independent
syndrome-based clinical service for community-acquired
pneumonia, analogous to those applied in other areas (e.g.
stroke services) [32]. Our proposed community-acquired
pneumonia service would have core responsibility for
ensuring comprehensive and rigorous current evidencebased best practice by recommending that clinical teams
align treatment with a standardised set of management
algorithms incorporating interventions supported by at
least Level 2 evidence. This novel service-delivery approach therefore represents the intervention being tested
in our stepped-wedge study.
Trial objectives

The primary objective of the IMPROVing Evidencebased treatment Gaps and outcomes in communityAcquired Pneumonia (IMPROVE-GAP) trial is to estimate the effect that a translation community-acquired
pneumonia service delivering four evidence-based interventions has on length of hospital stay, when compared
with usual hospital care. Secondary objectives are to
evaluate the effect of the community-acquired pneumonia service on inpatient mortality, 30 and 90 day readmission rates and mortality, and health-service costs.

Methods/Design
Trial design

The IMPROVE-GAP trial is a pragmatic, investigatorinitiated, stepped-wedge randomised controlled clinical
effectiveness study. This protocol is reported according
to the SPIRIT checklist (Additional file 1) [33].
Trial setting

The two participating hospitals (Footscray Hospital and
Sunshine Hospital) are both part of Western Health, a
health service that services a population of approximately
700,000 in inner metropolitan Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia. Footscray and Sunshine Hospitals are tertiary
metropolitan primary referral hospitals with 260 and 510
beds, respectively. Both are publicly funded, universityaffiliated teaching hospitals. General internal medicine
services manage the largest proportion of patients with
community-acquired pneumonia in our health service, with
47% of admissions for community-acquired pneumonia
managed by general internal medicine from 2012 to 2013
(average age, 75 years, with proportions with at least 1, 2 or
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Fig. 1 Stepped-wedge rollout of community-acquired pneumonia service by general internal medicine unit

3 active comorbidities of 70%, 43% and 27% respectively).
Western Health has a total of eight general internal medicine units split evenly across the two participating hospitals,
which will constitute the eight separate clusters used in the
stepped-wedge design.
Eligibility and exclusion criteria

All adult patients (aged ≥ 18) admitted to Western Health
general internal medicine units will be eligible to
participate. Only participants who meet a standardised
community-acquired pneumonia case definition [34] will
be included. The conventional case definition, as used in
recent studies of community-acquired pneumonia [12, 35],
is as follows:
1. New infiltrate on chest X-ray
2. The presence of at least one of the following acute
respiratory symptoms, signs or laboratory test
results: cough, sputum production, dyspnoea, core
body temperature ≥ 38.0 °C, auscultatory findings of
abnormal breathing sounds or rales, leucocyte
count > 10,000 /μl or < 4000 /μl
Patients with the following criteria will be excluded:
(1) decision to implement palliative care on admission;
or (2) enrolment in another clinical trial.
Ascertainment, enrolment and waiver of consent

Ascertainment will be conducted prospectively to identify eligible participants in real time ensuring employment of identical methods of ascertainment for both
control and intervention groups. A community-acquired
pneumonia service team member will attend each general internal medicine morning clinical handover meeting to identify new admissions with possible respiratory
infection from the previous 24 hours. Either the chief
medical registrar or treating medical registrar will subsequently review the medical record and chest X-ray (for

evidence of a new infiltrate, as per requirements of the
standardised case definition) of potential participants to
assess eligibility. Those meeting this case definition [34]
and eligibility criteria will be enrolled. In situations
where the chest radiograph or community-acquired
pneumonia diagnosis are not definitive, the treating
medical consultant will determine eligibility.
The study is conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s institutional review board (Melbourne Health
Human Research Ethics Committee [protocol reference,
MH2016.014]). The trial was prospectively registered
on 22 May 2016, at www.ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT02835040). Importantly, our supervising human
research ethics committee granted approval for waiver
of consent for enrolment on the basis that (1) the intervention represented a systematic implementation of
standardised evidence-based best practice, rather than
the testing of an unproven novel treatment, (2) study
outcomes are already routinely collected by the health
service and (3) the study’s rationale and proposed
methods met each of the Australian National Health
and Medical Research Council’s criteria for appropriate
use of a waiver of consent [36]. This means that individual consent is not required and that all admitted patients who satisfy the inclusion and exclusion criteria
will be enrolled during the study period. This will
ensure that a representative and generalisable study
population is enrolled. A priori, plans for communicating protocol modifications were deemed unnecessary, as
alterations to the study design are not feasible in a
stepped-wedge trial and we did not foresee a need for
amendments. Any major amendments will be documented on trial registries and reported in the final
manuscript. Ethical approval was also sought and gained
for storage of deidentified participant data in a databank, which may be accessed for future studies, pending
future additional and separate human research ethics
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committee submissions. All investigators will have
access to the final trial dataset, and no contractual
agreements limit such access.
A nested sub-study, to be described separately, is
planned by co-enrolling participants in the intervention
arm (anticipated n = 40). This study will require separate
ethical submission and approval with individual written
informed consent sought from these participants for
collection of ancillary data (relating to patient-reported
outcomes) and biological specimens (nose, throat swabs
and sputum samples) for reporting separately from the
main study. This separately reported sub-study will also
utilise data collected through IMPROVE-GAP’s trial procedures and routine data collection in this sub-group.

Randomisation and allocation

As previously described (Fig. 1), the institution has four general internal medicine units at each of two sites (Footscray
and Sunshine); therefore, a total of eight units constitute the
eight separate clusters used in the stepped wedge. Units will
be assigned to usual care or intervention (community-acquired pneumonia service). The order of communityacquired pneumonia service intervention rollout will be
randomised (two general internal medicine units at a time
across eight general internal medicine units). The random
allocation sequence will be generated by a statistician not
involved with the study, using Stata version 13.1 (StataCorp.
2013. Stata Statistical Software: Release 13. College Station,
TX: StataCorp LP).

Stepped-wedge rollout and timeline

After a 10 week period of baseline data collection (during
which all eight units receive conventional care), the
community-acquired pneumonia service intervention will
be rolled out, with two general internal medicine units each
assigned to commence the intervention at either 11, 21, 31
or 41 weeks (assignment by pre-determined randomisation
schedule). All eight general internal medicine units will
receive the intervention for the final 10 weeks of the study;
and patients will not be recruited into the study for two
weeks (19 December 2016 to 2 January 2017), to allow for
bed closures and staff absence over the Christmas holiday
period. During this time, interventions for those already
enrolled will continue as per the randomisation schedule.
Therefore, the total recruitment period of the study will be
50 weeks (Fig. 1).
The CONSORT diagram of the IMPROVE-GAP
trial is presented in Fig. 2, along with an additional
diagram that more clearly presents the recruitment
phase of the study (Fig. 3). We also present a detailed
schedule of enrolment, intervention and assessments
as per SPIRIT (Fig. 4) [33].
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Trial intervention

The detailed outline and description of the two study
groups (intervention and control) are provided according to the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) criteria in Table 1 [37].
The trial intervention is a 7 days/week evidence-based
model of service (community-acquired pneumonia service)
that comprises a multidisciplinary physiotherapist-led team
(including medical, dietetics collaboration) that will conduct
daily rounds of all patients managed by general internal
medicine units assigned to the intervention.
The community-acquired pneumonia service will provide four protocolised evidence-based interventions using
custom-designed decision-support algorithms. Patients
with specific contraindications to corticosteroid therapy
or early mobilisation will not receive these interventions.
The four interventions are as follows.
Intervention 1 – Corticosteroids

Treating clinicians will be advised to prescribe 50 mg prednisolone daily for 7 days. See Additional file 2 for details of
specific contraindications for corticosteroid therapy.
Patients with diagnosed diabetes will be routinely
monitored for hyperglycaemia (see Data monitoring
section) and managed at the discretion of the treating
team in accordance with existing institutional procedures and practices. All admitted patients have blood
glucose levels measured in the emergency department,
and ongoing random blood glucose monitoring may also
be implemented for other patients thought to be at risk
of hyperglycaemia at the discretion of the treating team.
Any variation to the dose and duration, such as use of
tapered dosage, and time from admission until first dose
will also be recorded. Alternative medical reasons given
for non-prescription of corticosteroids, or reduced
duration of administration, will be noted.
Intervention 2 – Early switch to oral antibiotics

Guideline-consistent prescription of initial antibiotic
therapy and constrained parenteral antibiotic duration
(using pre-defined stopping rules) will be provided in
the best-practice group [17, 18].
Current institutional general internal medicine antibiotic prescribing practice aims to follow an institutional
guideline based on the Australian Antibiotic Guidelines
[38]. Patients are stratified as having mild, moderate or
severe disease using standardised pneumonia severity
criteria. Our institution uses the CORB score, based on
its ease and feasibility of use, and it having the highest
predictive value for poor outcomes [10]. Based on
CORB, most inpatients receive either intravenous
penicillin and doxycycline, or roxithromycin (mild or
moderate disease), or ceftriaxone and azithromycin
(severe disease).
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Fig. 2 CONSORT flow diagram of IMPROVE-GAP. CAP, community-acquired pneumonia; GIM, general internal medicine; ICU, intensive care unit;
LOS, length of stay; SAE, serious adverse event

Patients will be switched from intravenous to oral therapy
according to the specific criteria for clinical improvement,
which will be assessed on a daily basis by the communityacquired pneumonia service using a standardised checklist
(also commonly referred to as ‘stopping rules’, see
Additional file 2). Essentially, for switching to oral antibiotics, patients must be able to maintain oral intake, have
stable vital signs, stable SpO2 and no evidence of septic
metastases or major exacerbated comorbidities [18].
Any reason for alternative antibiotic selection (such as
allergy or advice from an infectious diseases consultant)
will be noted.

Intervention 3 – Early mobilisation

Physiotherapist-led early (<24 h) and progressive mobilisation will be provided daily, and is defined as movement out
of bed with change from horizontal to upright position for
at least 20 min during the first 24 hours of admission to a
general internal medicine unit (a minimum score of 2 on
the Intensive Care Unit Mobility Scale [39]), and progressive
movement each subsequent day [16]. See Additional file 2
for intervention details, including specific contraindications
and stopping criteria for daily mobilisation.
Exercise tolerance (total distance mobilised before
requiring a rest, and total distance mobilised during the
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Fig. 3 Summary diagram of stepped-wedge design. CAP, community-acquired pneumonia; RCT, randomised controlled trial

session) will be recorded for each session, as will any
reason why early or progressive movement is not
achieved and any adverse events during physiotherapy
sessions.
Intervention 4 – Malnutrition risk screening with targeted
nutritional therapy

Standardised malnutrition screening, using the Malnutrition
Screening Tool [40] and measurement of patient body
weight (in kilograms) will be completed within 24 hours of
admission to a general internal medicine unit. The
Malnutrition Screening Tool score will guide implementation of nutritional therapy as follows [41]:
 0–1: No nutrition therapy intervention indicated
 2–3: Initiation of a high-energy high-protein diet by

nursing staff
 4–5: Referral to the institutional Dietetics Service for

urgent review and implementation of an individually
tailored malnutrition intervention
Reasons for non-compliance with the malnutrition
screening protocol will be noted.
Control group

During the non-interventional control periods (as determined by the stepped-wedge rollout schedule),
patients admitted with community-acquired pneumonia under eligible general internal medicine units will
receive usual care at the discretion of the treating

general internal medicine multidisciplinary team. Ultimate responsibility for treatment decisions is generally made by a supervising general internal medicine
consultant physician, who reviews patients on the
morning after admission and on supervisory ward
rounds conducted three times per week. Junior medical staff (registrar level) are also involved in day-today medical decision-making but allied health practitioners (physiotherapists and dieticians) are generally
only involved if there has been a formal referral
process initiated by a member of the treating medical
or nursing team.
Pre-trial standard care at the study institution (auditing
conducted in 2015) consisted of the following proportions
of patients with community-acquired pneumonia receiving: corticosteroids (43%), a guideline-compliant antibiotic
(65%) and physiotherapy (including early mobilisation)
(63%; median time to initiation, two days). No parenteral
antibiotic stopping rules are in place (median duration
3 days), while malnutrition risk screening in inpatients
across all health-service patients is 72%.
All other aspects of patient care, including fluid
delivery, use of lines and drains, general nursing care
and discharge planning, will be provided at the discretion of the general internal medicine teams, as per routine institutional practice or protocols.
Blinding

Clinicians providing patient interventions cannot be
blinded, although participants are effectively blinded,
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Fig. 4 Schedule of enrolment, interventions and assessments (as per SPIRIT [33]). D/C, discharge; ED, emergency department; GIM, general
internal medicine; ICU, intensive care unit

owing to the waiver of consent. All primary and secondary outcome measures are routinely collected
within the organisation by staff not involved in delivery of the intervention, who will be unaware of participant group allocation. There is therefore little or
no potential risk of bias in outcome assessments. A
statistician blinded to the allocation sequence will
perform data analysis.

Primary outcome measure

The primary outcome measure will be hospital length of
stay, calculated from arrival in the emergency department
until discharge from the health service, based on date and
time (note that data will be collected in minutes but
converted to days). This information is routinely collected
at the institution for all inpatients.

Secondary trial outcome measures
Withdrawal from trial

Participants will be withdrawn if they are transferred
to another unit (e.g. specialist respiratory, cardiology
or surgical) or another health service within 48 hours
of admission, or are no longer considered to meet the
community-acquired pneumonia case definition on
consultant review. All withdrawals and reasons will be
reported.

Secondary outcome measures comprise routinely collected institutional data and include:
1. Inpatient mortality
2. 30 day and 90 day readmission rates and mortality
3. Admission to the intensive care unit from inpatient
wards and requirement for and duration of
mechanical ventilation
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Table 1 Description of intervention and usual care groups according to the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) [37]
TIDieR criterion

Intervention

Usual care

Item 1. Brief name: Provide the name or a
phrase that describes the intervention

Community-acquired pneumonia service

Usual inpatient hospital care

Item 2. Why: Describe any rationale,
theory or goal of the elements essential
to the intervention

A large RCT and meta-analysis [12, 14]
demonstrated faster clinical recovery and
shorter length of stay with adjunct
corticosteroids without significant adverse events.
Routine adjunctive corticosteroid
is now widely supported though as yet
not consistently deployed.
Early switch to oral antibiotics guided by a set
of well-defined basic clinical and laboratory
criteria [17] also reduces length of stay. Recently,
a RCT incorporating both measures demonstrated
a length of stay reduction of 2 days compared
with standard care [18].
Early mobilisation safely and effectively reduces
length of stay when applied appropriately [16].
Routine screening of medical inpatients for
malnutrition and appropriate targeted nutrition
therapy can reduce unplanned readmissions [19]

Usual inpatient hospital care will
be delivered as per underlying
usual care rationale, theories and
goals of community-acquired
pneumonia management

Item 3. What (materials): Describe any physical
or informational materials used in the
intervention, including those provided to
participants or used in intervention delivery or
in training of intervention providers

Patient information materials will not apply
as a waiver of consent is sought.
Intervention providers will be given an
intervention algorithm tool to prompt safe,
systematic and appropriate initiation of the
four evidence-based interventions

Nil additional to usual care

Item 4. What (procedures): Describe each of the
procedures, activities or processes used in the
intervention, including any enabling or
support activities

The community-acquired pneumonia service will
apply a set of protocols to ensure rigorous
application of interventions each with proven
efficacy including:
1.Routine prescription of 50 mg prednisolone for
7 days (following checklist exclusion of those with
contraindications) [12, 14]
2.Constrained parenteral antibiotic duration
(using pre-defined ‘stopping rules’) [17, 18]
3.Physiotherapy-led early (< 24 h) mobilisation [16]
4.Routine malnutrition screening and implementation
of an appropriate nutrition therapy intervention
as indicated [19, 41]

During the non-interventional
control periods (as determined
by the stepped-wedge rollout
schedule) patients with
community-acquired pneumonia
will receive conventional care by
the usual treating general internal
medicine team: currently, 43%
receive corticosteroids, 63%
physiotherapy (median time to
initiation 2 days), 65%
guideline-compliant antibiotics [4].
No parenteral antibiotic stopping
rules are in place (median 3 days).
72% of inpatients at Western
Health currently receive routine
malnutrition screening

Item 5. Who provided: For each category of
intervention provider (for example, psychologist,
nursing assistant), describe their expertise,
background and any specific training given

Relevant members of the general internal medicine
The general internal medicine
multidisciplinary team (doctors, nurses,
multidisciplinary team will
physiotherapists and dietitians) will deliver the
deliver usual care
community-acquired pneumonia service intervention.
Clinicians treating patients in the intervention
arm of the study will be given an education package
outlining current evidence-based practice guidelines
and the treatment protocols to be applied. Intervention
arm clinicians will also have access to decision-support
algorithms to promote consistent application of the protocols

Item 6. How: Describe the modes of delivery
(such as face to face or by some other
mechanism, such as internet or telephone) of
the intervention and whether it was provided
individually or in a group

Face-to-face individual intervention

Face-to-face individual
intervention

Item 7. Where: Describe the types of location
where the intervention occurred, including any
necessary infrastructure or relevant features

Acute hospital wards; patients under the
care of the general internal medicine unit

Acute hospital wards; patients
under the care of the general
internal medicine unit

Item 8. When and how much: Describe the
number of times the intervention was

Daily during acute hospital admission

During acute hospital admission
at the discretion of treating
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Table 1 Description of intervention and usual care groups according to the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) [37] (Continued)
TIDieR criterion

Intervention

Usual care

delivered and over what period of time,
including the number of sessions, their schedule,
and their duration, intensity or dose

medical, allied health and
nursing clinicians

Item 9. Tailoring: If the intervention was
planned to be personalised, titrated or adapted,
then describe what, why, when and how

The four best-practice interventions will aim to be
delivered to all patients meeting the inclusion criteria,
except in the case of specific contraindication to an
intervention as outlined in this protocol. The protocol for
each of the interventions also outlines circumstances
where treatment can be individualised.
General internal medicine consultants may vary their
provision of care given difficulties in delivering rigid
protocols in a healthcare setting and their perspective
of the importance of delivering individualised medicine;
however, non-adherence and the reasons for it will be
measured and reported for any deviations in the protocols

At the discretion of the treating
medical team and allied
health clinicians

Item 10. Modifications: If the intervention
was modified during the course of the study,
describe the changes (what, why, when, how)

Not applicable in protocol

Not applicable in protocol

Item 11. How well (planned): If intervention
adherence or fidelity was assessed, describe
how and by whom; if any strategies were used
to maintain or improve fidelity, describe them

Patient proportions receiving:
i) Corticosteroids
ii) Pre-defined intravenous antibiotic stopping rules
iii) Early mobilisation
iv) Malnutrition Screening Tool application and
appropriate nutrition therapy
Aim for relevant proportions to exceed 70% for interventions
(i) and (ii), and 85% for (iii) and (iv). Protocol adherence rates
will be available to the project coordinator throughout the
study, allowing high protocol non-compliance rates to be
addressed in a timely fashion.
Fidelity will be maximised by the daily interaction with
community-acquired pneumonia team which promotes
and monitors protocol adherence

Patient proportions receiving:
i) Corticosteroids
ii) Pre-defined intravenous
antibiotic stopping rules
iii) Early mobilisation
iv) Malnutrition Screening Tool
application and appropriate
nutrition therapy.
Anticipate existing data on
proportions to be maintained

Item 12: How well (actual): If intervention
adherence or fidelity was assessed, describe
the extent to which the intervention was
delivered as planned

Not applicable in protocol

Not applicable in protocol

4. Total individual per-separation hospital clinical costing,
as determined by the institutional dedicated clinical
costing unit using the Power Performance Manager™
software platform (Power Health Solutions, Adelaide,
Australia)
5. Protocol adherence (proportion of evidence-based
treatments delivered in each group; proportion of
patients receiving the whole bundle; reasons for
protocol adherence failure)
6. Serious adverse events (including the incidence of inhospital hyperglycaemia requiring new insulin prescription, adverse drug reactions where it is required that the
drug use is stopped, falls or clinical deterioration requiring urgent medical review during early mobilisation),
other adverse events and clinical complications (Table 2)
occurring prior to admission, during inpatient stay or
requiring re-presentation to hospital within 30 days.
Protocol adherence

Protocol adherence to each component of the intervention will be measured and reported as follows.

Intervention 1 – Corticosteroids

1. Prescription of 50 mg prednisolone daily (or equivalent
dose of hydrocortisone or other corticosteroid) within
36 hours of arrival at the emergency department
2. Minimum 7 day duration of corticosteroid
prescription
Intervention 2 – Early switch to oral antibiotics

1. Adherence to intravenous antibiotic stopping rules,
where the switch to oral therapy is made within
24 hours of the patient meeting the criteria for
clinical improvement
Intervention 3: Early mobilisation

1. Completion of first session of early mobilisation with
a physiotherapist within first 24 hours of admission
to a general internal medicine unit, and achieved
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Table 2 Reporting of serious adverse events, adverse events and complications
Complication group
Pneumonia-associated complications

Complication
Respiratory failure requiring intubation
Hypotension requiring vasopressors
Empyema
Defined as: documented in registrar admission assessment, radiologist chest X-ray report
or medical discharge summary
Acute respiratory distress syndrome
Defined as: documented in registrar admission assessment, radiologist chest X-ray report
or medical discharge summary
Pleural effusion
Defined as: diagnosed on radiologist chest X-ray report
Increased confusion from baseline

Other adverse events

Death from any cause
Fall with fracture
Cardiac decompensation
Defined as: documented in registrar admission assessment, radiologist chest X-ray report
or medical discharge summary
Cardiac event
Defined as: diagnosed episode of cardiac ischaemia or new cardiac arrhythmia
Acute stroke
Defined as: documented in registrar admission assessment, radiologist report or medical discharge summary
Thromboembolic event
Defined as: pulmonary embolus or deep vein thrombosis documented in registrar admission assessment,
radiologist report or medical discharge summary
Confirmed or suspected gastrointestinal bleeding

Adverse events in patients
receiving corticosteroids

Adverse drug reaction where it is required that the drug is stopped
(percentage of total number receiving burst corticosteroid dose)
In-hospital hyperglycaemia requiring new insulin prescription (percentage of known diabetics)

Adverse events compatible with
antibiotic use

Adverse drug reaction, where it is required that the drug use is stopped

Adverse events in patients receiving
early mobilisation

Falls during physiotherapy (percentage of total physiotherapy sessions delivered)
Clinical deterioration during physiotherapy requiring urgent medical review
(percentage of total physiotherapy sessions delivered) (see Additional file 2)
Mobilisation ceased owing to sustained observations outside target range
(percentage of total physiotherapy sessions delivered) (see Additional file 2)

minimum physical activity of sitting out of bed >
20 minutes
2. On > 70% of eligible admission days (early
mobilisation not contraindicated) progressive
movement is achieved in a physiotherapy session
3. Patient movement either upright in bed or to the
commode for toileting alone will be considered
insufficient [16]
Intervention 4: Malnutrition risk screening and targeted
nutrition therapy

Adherence will be measured by:
1. Calculation of Malnutrition Screening Tool score
within 24 hours of admission to a general internal
medicine unit

2. Implementation of appropriate nutrition therapy in
response to Malnutrition Screening Tool score
(none, high-energy high-protein diet or dietician
referral and review within 24 hours)
Data collection (see Fig. 4)
At enrolment (baseline measures)

Demographic and clinical characteristics will be recorded by collection of the following variables (directly
from the patient or the medical record): site, patient age
and sex, admitting medical unit, eligibility criteria (age,
chest X-ray findings, cough, dyspnoea, temperature,
chest auscultation findings, peripheral blood leucocyte
count), vital signs on admission (temperature, heart rate,
blood pressure, respiratory rate, pulse rate, confusion),
estimated glomerular filtration rate, residential care
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status (independent living, supported accommodation,
aged care facility), pre-morbid mobility, function and exercise tolerance, CORB score (derived from confusion,
oxygenation, respiratory rate and blood pressure), any
relevant comorbidities (e.g. diabetes, immunosuppression, adrenal insufficiency, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic cardiac failure, malignant process),
number of routine medications used by the patient,
baseline corticosteroid dose (if any), baseline insulin
usage, relevant drug allergies, enrolment in a concurrent
inpatient research trial, any decision to initiate palliative
care on admission, any adverse events or complications
that occur prior to enrolment.
Daily during admission (clinical monitoring)

Circumstances necessitating withdrawal of a participant
from the study after enrolment but within 48 hours of
admission to a general internal medicine unit will be
recorded.
The following variables will be collected from the
medical record and reported for all enrolled patients:
any serious adverse events, adverse events or clinical
complications (see Table 2), any decision to palliate,
adherence to protocol for Interventions 1 to 4 (as listed
previously).
Daily vital signs (SpO2, supplementary oxygen requirements, heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure,
temperature) will be measured every 4 hours as per
routine clinical care and used to ascertain the switch to
oral from intravenous antibiotics.
Blood glucose readings as clinically indicated and
requested by treating team, and oral intake status (ability
to tolerate oral medications and absence of gastrointestinal problems that may affect drug absorption) will also
be reviewed daily.
At discharge (clinical and outcome measures)

On acute hospital discharge via review of the medical
record, the admission chest X-ray report (as reported by
the radiologist), along with other diagnostic test results
(respiratory PCR, legionella urinary antigen, sputum and
blood cultures, serology) will be recorded.
The following variables will be extracted directly from
the institutional data warehouse and linked to the study
dataset by unique identifier (admission episode number):
age, sex, marital status, language status, primary ICD-10
discharge code and allocated diagnosis-related group,
ICD-10 co-morbidity groupings used in the Charlson’s
Co-morbidity Index (derived using an existing algorithm
that interrogates ICD-10 coding data), intensive care
unit length of stay and duration of mechanical ventilation, total length of stay measured in days (to three
decimal places) and broken down to emergency
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department, inpatient ward, rehabilitation or sub-acute
care and hospital in the home), inpatient mortality and
total individual clinical costings.
At 30 and 90 days following presentation to the emergency
department (outcome measures)

Mortality, institutional readmission within 30 and
90 days and total institutional costs incurred at 30 and
90 days will also be extracted from the institutional data
warehouse and linked to the study dataset as described
previously.
Any adverse event or complication (as defined in
Table 2) that requires re-presentation to hospital noted
in the electronic medical record within 30 days of initial
arrival in the emergency department will be recorded.
Sample size

Using a stepped-wedge cluster-randomised trial with
eight general internal medicine units, over five time
periods or steps (i.e. baseline plus four intervention
steps), a sample size of 80 patients per general internal
medicine unit (640 patients total) will be sufficient to
detect a clinically important decrease in the proportion
of patients with a length of stay greater than the median
length of stay from 36% to 20%, assuming an intracluster correlation of 0.01, with 75% power and a 5%
significance level [42]. This will also be sufficient to
estimate absolute and relative reductions in mean length
of stay between the intervention and control periods.
Western Health’s 2014–2015 admission data showed
that the total number of annual separations with an
ICD-10 diagnosis code of pneumonia (J12–J18, excluding J35) admitted to a general internal medicine unit at
either Footscray or Sunshine Hospital was 1008. It is
therefore expected that there will be an adequate number of admissions during the 50-week study period to
satisfy the sample size requirements, allowing for an
exclusion rate of 20%.
Data management

All data will be collected through existing routine processes and captured in the patient electronic medical
record stored on the password-protected hospital admission information systems (iPM / EDIS v.EDISAPAC
15.1.0 [CSC, Tysons, Virginia USA] and Bossnet [Core
Medical Solutions, Rose Park, South Australia]). Data
from the electronic medical record will be extracted by
study investigators where required throughout admission
and after discharge from hospital.
Data will be extracted from iPM and EDIS systems
after the patient has been discharged and then separately
entered into a dedicated REDCap (research electronic
data capture) database [43] hosted at the University of
Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia. An investigator will
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randomly audit data collection of one patient per each
ten recruited to ensure data quality and data entry will
be randomly checked and cleaned by an investigator,
either a chief investigator or an investigator supervised
by a chief investigator. On publication of the trial, the
database will be made available for independent analysis
pending the necessary ethical approvals if requested.
Statistical methods

In a stepped-wedge design clusters contribute different
amounts of time to the intervention and control periods,
making traditional measures of covariate balance
between intervention arms difficult to use [44]. In this
study, we will use a method to assess covariate balance by
calculating a weighted average of each baseline characteristic for control and intervention periods; cluster [16]
characteristics will be weighted by the amount of persontime they contributed to control and intervention periods
(i.e., a cluster that crossed over in Step 2 contributed baseline covariates to two control periods (Steps 0–1) and
three intervention periods (Steps 2–4)) [45].
Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants in the study will be described using means and
standard deviations for continuous variables, and frequencies and percentages for categorical variables.
Primary and secondary analyses will be as randomised
using a multi-level, mixed effects generalised linear
model. The effect of the intervention and time period
will be considered as fixed effects while the effect of
treating general internal medicine unit and patient will
be considered as random effects. This will include adjustment for block and time period of the design, seasonal variation in the outcomes (based on the previous
2 years of data), age and sex of the patient admissions
[28, 30, 31].
We will make every effort to minimise missing outcome data at each wave. We will report the amounts of
missing data according to published recommendations
[46]. In addition, sensitivity analyses will be conducted
to assess the robustness of the missing data assumption
made in the primary analysis. A detailed analysis plan
will be developed for secondary and sensitivity analyses.
Statistical analyses will be carried out using Stata®
(StataCorp. College Station, Texas USA).
Economic analysis

Economic analysis and reporting will be consistent with
published frameworks [47], including the Consolidated
Health
Economic
Evaluation
Reporting
Standards (CHEERS) guidelines for reporting of health economic research [48]. The primary economic analysis
within this study will analyse the difference in total direct
costs in Australian dollars (at 2016 prices) from the
health-service perspective. Total per-episode costings will
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be obtained, as well as individual item costs to identify the
elements of patient care that underpin any significant cost
differences between the two intervention models. Costings
will include the 90 day post-discharge period to capture
outpatient specialist, allied health, pathology and radiology
services, as well as any readmission to hospital. Only costs
incurred directly by Western Health will be included in
this analysis.
A cost-effectiveness analysis from the health-service
perspective will also be completed, with the incremental
cost for each life year saved to be compared between the
community-acquired pneumonia service best-practice
intervention and usual care groups. This analysis will
consider inpatient costs and mortality to 90 days following the original admission to hospital. Depending on the
outcomes of preliminary analysis, appropriate analysis of
uncertainty, such as use of non-parametric bootstrapping methods to calculate 95% confidence intervals with
a corresponding cost-effectiveness plane and acceptability curves, will be explored [49].
Data monitoring

Adverse events and adverse drug reactions that are
considered to be associated with the delivery of the
community-acquired pneumonia service protocolised
interventions will be reported to the principal investigator within 72 hours. Patients receiving routine corticosteroids as a component of the community-acquired
pneumonia service interventions will be reviewed daily
and records will be kept of any hyperglycaemia requiring
new insulin treatment. A log of adverse events and
adverse drug reactions will be kept and reported to the
project steering committee at quarterly meetings, and to
the Melbourne Health Human Research Ethics Committee
at 3 month intervals.
Serious adverse events and suspected unexpected
serious adverse reactions will be reported to the Melbourne
Health Human Research Ethics Committee within 72 hours.
These may include (but are not limited to):
 Unexpected death
 Serious drug-related adverse event (directly linked to

either antibiotic or corticosteroid dose) where it is
required that the drug is stopped
 A fall with associated patient or clinician injury
during physiotherapy
 Patient deteriorating clinically within 60 min of a
physiotherapy session requiring a medical
emergency team call or code blue (as defined by
institutional procedures)
The project steering committee will meet quarterly to
report enrolment numbers, protocol adherence or violations and adverse events and report these to the human
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research ethics committee. A data monitoring committee
was not deemed necessary because outcome measures
(e.g. length of stay) are (1) objective, (2) unambiguous and
(3) collected through existing routine, validated measures
(and therefore not prone to data integrity issues).
Duration and timeline

It is anticipated that the study period will be completed
in July 2017 and that data collection will be completed
and analysed, and the manuscript prepared for
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submission, by December 2018. The final manuscript
will be written in accordance with the relevant CONSORT statements and extensions [30].
Trial design and methods are summarised in Table 3.

Discussion
IMPROVE-GAP will be the first RCT powered and
designed to investigate a service-delivery approach to
improving the translation of evidence into clinical
practice in community-acquired pneumonia, one of the

Table 3 World Health Organization Trial Registration Data Set for IMPROVE-GAP trial
Data category

Information

Primary registry and trial
identifying number

www.ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT02835040

Date of registration in
primary registry

22 May 2016

Secondary identifying
numbers

Not applicable

Trial protocol version

This is Version 3 of the protocol and was enacted on 24 August 2016

Source of monetary or
material support

The HCF Research Foundation (AU $300,000)

Primary sponsor

The HCF Research Foundation

Secondary sponsor

Not applicable

Contact for public queries

HK, harin.karunajeewa@wh.org.au

Contact for scientific queries HK, harin.karunajeewa@wh.org.au
Public title

IMPROVing Evidence-based treatment Gaps and outcomes in community-Acquired Pneumonia (IMPROVE-GAP).

Scientific title

IMPROVE-GAP: Evaluating the impact of a new model of care designed to improve evidence-based
management of community-acquired pneumonia

Country of recruitment

Australia

Health condition or problem Community-acquired pneumonia
studied
Intervention

Active comparator: Evidence-based bundle of care (specifically: corticosteroids, early mobilisation,
guideline-compliance antibiotic and early switch to oral antibiotic therapy, malnutrition risk screening
and targeted nutritional therapy)
Placebo comparator: Usual inpatient care

Key inclusion and
exclusion criteria

Ages eligible for study: ≥ 18 yrs
Sexes eligible for study: Both
Accepts healthy volunteers: No
Inclusion criteria: All adults admitted to the institution under a general internal medicine unit with
community-acquired pneumonia (meeting a standardised community-acquired pneumonia definition)
Exclusion criteria: (1) patients where a decision is made to implement palliative care on admission;
(2) existing enrolment in a clinical trial.

Study type

Type: Investigator-initiated, interventional, pragmatic, study
Allocation: Concealed randomisation
Intervention model: Stepped-wedge rollout
Masking: Patient and assessor blinded
Primary purpose: Treatment
Phase: Phase IV

Date of first enrolment

01/08/2016

Target sample size

Minimum 640 patients

Recruitment status

Recruiting

Primary outcome measure

Hospital length of stay

Key secondary outcome
measures

Inpatient mortality, 30 and 90 day readmission rates and mortality, ICU admission and ventilation, total clinical costings,
protocol adherence, serious adverse events
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highest-burden conditions affecting health systems
worldwide. Its stepped-wedge design is better suited
than other RCT approaches to evaluating a healthservice intervention in a ‘real-world’ operational context.
It also has pragmatic advantages in that once the study
is completed, the intervention has effectively been
implemented in the health system in which it has been
tested and, should the implementation be found to be
financially and clinically effective, can then be continued
indefinitely. It may therefore demonstrate the power of
stepped-wedge trial designs to accelerate the ‘time to
translation’ when implementing clinical trial evidence in
routine clinical practice [21]. This has value both to
patients, who benefit from improved outcomes and, if
the intervention also has an efficiency dividend, to the
health system. We acknowledge the possibility that,
despite considering patients masked to allocation owing
to the waiver of consent, that it is possible that some
patients were aware of study interventions. However, we
feel that the risk of selection bias was minimised, as
allocation to treating unit was determined by established
practice according to day of admission or previous
admitting unit. Our design also aimed to minimise attrition bias (by using routinely available outcome measures, such as length of stay, clinical cost and inpatient
mortality) although readmission rate may be susceptible
to attrition bias, as readmission to other health services
was not routinely available nor collected.
An extremely important aspect of our study design
was the decision by our supervising human research
ethics committee to grant a waiver of consent for this
study. This approach required very careful deliberation by both the investigating team and the human
research ethics committee and represents an important precedent for conducting health-service research
of this type, especially as it will allow enrolment of a
study population that is truly representative of a ‘realworld’ scenario, generalisable to the population of patients with community-acquired pneumonia in developed countries and health care systems where most
patients are now elderly, with high rates of multimorbidity and complex care needs. We believe this will
be vital for high-quality health-service research in the
future, by enabling a robust means of prospectively
measuring the effectiveness of new health-service interventions in representative populations. We also
strongly believe that this approach is ethically justifiable, based on its use of routinely available data, application of an intervention based on best practice
(supported by a high level of existing evidence) and
its concordance with current official ethical guidelines
for use of a waiver of consent. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that the approach represents a departure
from existing conventional clinical trial designs and
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could still be considered controversial. In particular,
there can be subjectivity and disagreement within the
clinical and scientific community as to the quality and applicability of evidence from previous clinical trials. This
may undermine our assertion that our intervention represents ‘best practice’, which is fundamental to our argument
of ethical defensibility. It is also notable that many aspects
of our intervention that we deemed well-supported by evidence are yet to be incorporated into official consensus
guidelines. In particular, the most widely cited communityacquired pneumonia management guidelines are those of
the Infectious Diseases Society of America; these have not
been updated since 2007. We decided, however, that these
have been superseded by more recent studies and that the
most ethically defensible approach therefore was to provide
our patients with the benefit of knowledge accrued from
large RCTs and meta-analyses performed more recently.
However, we acknowledge that there was potential for subjective interpretation as to how we assessed the existing
body of evidence in its entirety. It is also possible that the
evidence on which we based our interventions will, in turn,
be superseded by subsequent clinical trials. For these reasons, it is therefore possible that human research ethics
committees in other settings and who operate under different guidelines might decide to rule against granting a waiver of consent for a study of this type. Regardless,
IMPROVE-GAP represents an important precedent that
should be a starting point for ongoing discussions regarding
the best ways to prosecute future health-service research,
particularly translation of best practice, in this ethically
complex and challenging environment.

Trial status
The trial is ongoing and is actively enrolling.
Additional files
Additional file 1: SPIRIT 2013 Checklist. (DOC 123 kb)
Additional file 2: Detailed intervention description, [12, 14, 18, 39, 50,
51]. (DOCX 42 kb)
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